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Introduction

More than 20 years ago, the latest technology was making waves around the world – the Internet. As Le and Stein wrote in their viewpoint, it was “an exciting time for experimentation and discovery.” Today, we are in another period of experimentation and discovery with generative artificial intelligence (AI). As the Internet improved connectivity and access to information, generative AI – specifically large language models (LLMs) – are unlocking new opportunities for how we learn, teach, and assess in medicine. However, to take advantage of LLMs appropriately, trainees and faculty physicians supervising them must have a reasonable sense of how they work, their capabilities, and their limitations. This commentary addresses these areas with a focus on medical education, ChatGPT, and considerations for adoption.

How do they work?

Fundamentally, LLMs predict the probability of the next word in a given sequence of words. To facilitate these predictions, words are first broken down into tokens. Tokens are then mapped onto a multi-dimensional vector plane to indicate their relationship to other tokens. Words with similar meanings are grouped together creating embeddings. Context is added to these embeddings, which are then fed into a neural network. Neural networks comprise multiple layers where initial layers extract simple features from input data and subsequent layers build on those features to generate predictions. This neural network-based architecture is called a transformer. Transformers are pre-trained on large amounts of unlabelled text and then fine-tuned on smaller corpuses of texts for specific tasks.

What are some medical education uses?

While there are several base LLMs and hundreds of derivative models, we have not observed specific LLMs for medical education (i.e., that have been trained on resources used to teach medical students or residents). Despite this observation, trainees and faculty are already using LLMs, most commonly OpenAI’s ChatGPT, for learning, teaching, and assessment. The model has been used to assist with the creation of dynamic learning materials (e.g., practice cases), explain concepts using analogies, create questions and answer keys, and grade responses relative to an answer key.

What are the limitations?

Despite these use cases, there are several limitations to ChatGPT that must be considered before its widespread adoption in medical education. It is generally accepted that ChatGPT was trained on proprietary data that is not available for interrogation. It is unclear whether these data are representative of the sources used to historically train medical students and residents (e.g., physical textbooks whose online versions are often paywalled, lecture slides and recordings).
management systems, etc.). Even if these sources were incorporated, we know that many traditional sources of medical education contain bias, with textbooks and peer-reviewed papers focusing on the experiences and observations of those who have the socioeconomic means to access or receive care. Accordingly, the outputs generated by LLMs may not appropriately represent individuals from structurally vulnerable groups. ChatGPT can also fabricate information (“hallucinations”), is not deterministic in its responses, and be confidently wrong. These issues, as well as privacy and concerns around the generation of copyrighted material warrant caution before widespread use.

A way forward
Although these limitations exist, we know we cannot restrict access to ChatGPT and other LLMs. We know trainees are using them, and we must equip them with the knowledge, skills, and opportunities to experiment and discover safely. Such knowledge includes concepts covered in this viewpoint, an understanding of how to critically appraise machine learning research, and key questions to consider (Box 1). Following acquisition of these basics, students and residents would benefit from opportunities to practice using LLMs facilitated by interdisciplinary instructors, including clinicians and data scientists, before independent use.

Conclusions
Much like the Internet, LLMs are here to stay. Safe and appropriate use requires updates to undergraduate and postgraduate medical curricula as well as continuing education opportunities for teaching faculty. With these changes, we can begin to truly discover and experiment with new ways of teaching, learning, and assessing in medicine.
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